Global Gaming Awards 2022
Asia: NOVOMATIC wins category
“Table Game of the Year”
**At the Global Gaming Awards 2022 Asia in Singapore,
NOVOMATIC’s proven electronic table games solution Novo UnityTM
II received the award in the category “Table Game of the
Year”.**
Gumpoldskirchen/Singapore – The
Global Gaming Awards have been
recognizing special milestones
and achievements in the gaming
industry since 2014. 2022 marks the launch of a dedicated
Asian edition of this highly prestigious industry award the
winners thereof were announced on August 22nd during a virtual
event.
To the company’s great pride and delight, NOVOMATIC’s
internationally proven electronic table games (ETG) platform
Novo UnityTM II was recognized in the segment “Table Game of
the Year”. This ETG offer is built on a highly stable and
reliable platform and presents a very broad range of games as
well as game variants such as fully automated, entirely
virtual or connected to a live-dealer operated table. With the
integration within a WAN structure slot offers, innovative
side bets as well as Jackpots and novel features like the
brand new Going For GoldTM and Lucky Lady’sTM Roulette, the Novo
UnityTM II is a safe bet for operators and a popular favourite
with guests.

Jakob Rothwangl, NOVOMATIC VP
Global Sales, says: “We are
very honoured to receive this
award. Novo UnityTM II products
are very popular in the Asian
region, with major arena
installations in markets like
Cambodia and Malaysia. The system offers a variety of options
that enable a high level of customisation according to
specific operator requirements – both in terms of
infrastructure and game presentation – and it is complemented
by a range of NOVOMATIC cabinet styles and high quality
display options to suit any location. The popularity of this
product with both operators and players remains extremely
resilient, with recent figures showing Electronic Table
Gaming’s popularity has increased notably in recent months.”
The Global Gaming Awards 2022 Asia honoured leading companies
and industry executives for industry innovation and leadership
achievements in a total of nine categories. Winners were
selected by a judging panel consisting of more than 30 of the
world’s leading industry experts. The Global Gaming Awards
rank among the most reputable awards in the industry, with a
voting process, which is independently monitored by KPMG.

